Don’t hide away!
Meet the

pangolin, the world’s only mammal with ‘fingernail’ scales all over its body.
Its story will inspire you to take action!

Pangolin
Eight different species
Lives: Parts of Africa and Asia
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Population: Falling across all species
Weird and wonderful facts:
• Covered in tough scales
• Sticky tongue can be longer than body
• Eats stones and sand to help grind up
insects in its special stomach.
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1. Read my story
Read all about the pangolin on page 2.
2. ‘Scale up’ your efforts!
The pangolin chart includes ideas for small,
everyday changes that can make a big
difference to wildlife if enough of us make them.
There is space to add your own ideas too! Put
the poster proudly on display and encourage
friends and family to join in.
You will need: Printed pangolin poster
(page 3), determination!
What to do: Stick the poster somewhere you
can see it. Add your own challenges to the
empty scales. Each time you complete one of
the challenges, colour the scale.
3. Make a pangolin bookmark
Add the Pangolin On the EDGE bookmark to
your collection! Print, cut and fold the template
on page 4, following the instructions.
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My Story
My super-tough scales were probably the first thing you noticed

In many of the places where we live, hunting pangolins is against

about me! Pangolins are the only mammals that have them.

the law, but the bans aren’t working. More than a million wild

They’re made of keratin – the same stuff as your fingernails – and

pangolins are thought to have been taken for their meat or scales

they’re heavy to carry around. They make up a fifth of my weight!

in the last 10 years. That’s more than the number of rhinos and

It’s worth it, because they are just like armour. If something startles

elephants killed for their horns or tusks. If all those lost pangolins

me, I simply roll up into a ball.

were lined up nose to tail, they would reach from London to

But even my extraordinary armour can’t protect me from humans.
Some people believe that my scales have magical powers, and
can cure illnesses or other problems, from keeping lions away to

Edinburgh. All eight types of pangolins are threatened. Two
species are Critically Endangered which means
that they have a very high chance of going extinct in the wild.

stopping bad weather. None of these stories are true, but if you

You could react to news like this by rolling up into a ball too.

grow up believing them it can be very hard to change your mind.

Sometimes the problems feel so big it’s hard to know where to

Other people are simply hungry, and they hunt us for meat.

start. But it feels FAR better to take action – no matter how small
or how local. Small steps can add up to make a BIG difference.
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‘Scale up’ your efforts!
Each time you complete a conservation challenge, shade one of my scales!

Set up a
compost
heap
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Make a bird
or butterfly
feeder

Build a shelter
for a wild
animal
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Survey the
wildlife in a
local habitat

Mend
something
instead of
replacing it

Take part in a
wildlife survey,
such as the
Big Garden
Birdwatch
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Make an
EDGE
bookmark
for a friend

Replace a
regular car
journey with a
walk or cycle

Create a
poster of
an EDGE
species

Go for a
walk in a wild
area, like a
woodland
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Pangolin Bookmark Template
Print this page and
follow the instructions
to fold a pangolin
bookmark for
yourself or a friend!
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Take care! Ask an adult to help
you to cut out any difficult parts.
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